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TOPICS

Basics of CT perfusion.

Evidence behind CT perfusion.

Why we need it ?

Limitation of CT perfusion. 

Evidence of CT/CTA for extended window



Stroke Symptoms < 24 hrs from time Last Known 
Normal (LKN) and Head CT without ICH    

Acute Ischemic Stroke Stroke Mimic

Go to IV tPA protocol: LKN < 
4.5 hr and eligible for IV tPA?

Go to HyperAcute MRI 
Protocol; DWI c/w AIS?

Mimic vs. AIS

Give IV tPA

NIHSS ≥ 6 and LKN <16 hr or
NIHSS ≥ 10 and LKN 16-24 hr?

Triage per 
Prelim. Dx

No

Yes

No (and has not 

received tPA)

Yes

Yes

Bridge to 
Endovascular

Wake-up / Unwitnessed 
stroke > 4.5 hr from LKN, 

can get hMRI and be 
treated with IV tPA < 4.5 

hr from sx discovery? 

No

Go to Wake-up / 
Unwitnessed 
Onset hMRI

Stroke Protocol

Perform RAPID / CTA.  Go to Endovascular Protocol: 
Is LVO present and eligible for thrombectomy? 

No

Yes

Thrombectomy
Yes

2019

Acute ischemic stroke decision-making



AHA GUIDELINES

 0-6 : CT/CTA

 6-24: CT/CTA/CTP

 24 Hours and Beyond ? 













https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQ80snVuELs





EVIDENCE







 DAWN

 DIFFUSE







CT  ASPECTS ( Alberta Stroke Program Early CT 

Score)

Reprinted from Puetz V, et al, Int J Stroke. 2009 Publications.

The original publication 

proposed a cutoff of ≤7 

for TPA within 3 hours for 

good functional 

independence1. 

M1 - M6  in the MCA 

territory.

C = caudate nucleus; 

I = insula; 

IC = internal capsule; 

L = lentiform nucleus

Barber, Philip A., et al. The Lancet. (2000)



#CLEAR STUDY 2022 (Nguyen et al)

Objective : to compare the clinical outcomes of patients selected for MT by NCCT 
vs those selected by CTP or MRI in the extended time window.

 Multinational cohort study included consecutive patients with proximal 
anterior circulation occlusion stroke presenting within 6 to 24 hours. 15 sites 
across 5 countries.

 Primary end point:(mRS) scores at 90 days. 

 Secondary outcomes : 90-day functional independence (mRS scores of 0-2), 
sICH and 90-day mortality.



Discussion

 Median ASPECTS was 8 in all 3 groups.

 NCCT (median,76 minutes) compared with CTP (median 93 min) and MRI 
(median 98 min; P < .001).

 Worse outcomes in MRI group likely due to lower rates of reperfusion. 

 More M2 occlusions in the CT Perfusion group

 Limitations include retrospective nature of study, selection bias, and Anterior 
circulation strokes with good functional baseline. 

Conclusions

Selection by NCCT yielded no significant difference in clinical and safety outcomes 
compared with advanced imaging with CTP or MRI.



 No difference in 90-day ordinal mRS shift 
between patients selected by CT vs P = .64) or 
CT vs MRI (P = .55). 

 The rates of 90-day functional 
independence were similar between 
patients selected by CT vs CTP but lower in 
patients selected by MRI than CT ( p=0.03)

 Successful reperfusion was more common 
in the CT and CTP groups compared with the 
MRI group (P < .001). 

 No significant differences in sICH (CT [8.1%] 
vs CTP [5.8%] vs MRI [4.7%]; P = .11) 

 Or 90-day mortality (CT [23.4%] vs CTP 
[21.1%] vs MRI [19.5%]; P = .38)

 1604 patients were included

 Median age of 70 (59-80) years; 
848 (52.9%) were women. 

 534 patients were selected to 
undergo MT by CT, 

 752 patients by CTP,

 318 patients by MRI. 





Why I need it for acute stroke decision making.

 ASPECT = Suboptimal in defining core specially on hand held devices. 

Demeestere Albers GW, Lansberg M, Lemmens R. Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score Versus Computed Tomographic 

Perfusion to Predict Functional Outcome After Successful Reperfusion in Acute Ischemic Stroke. Stroke. 2018



No Stump LVO





Protocols are effective in  emergencies.



Summary

 Decision should be made on the basis of, 

 CT

 CTA

 CTP

 Benefit of doubt should go to the patient. 


